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Abstract 

The purpose of this work was to Investigate analytically the Impact of 
low-leakage extended burnup cycling schemes on fuel performance In pressurized 
water reactors (PWRs). 

The thermal -Mechanical analysis was done with the COtCTHE code. Power 
histories from various fuel cycling schemes Mere Inposed on a single fuel design, 
and the behavior of rod Internal pressure, fuel centerllne temperature, and sus
ceptibi l i ty to PCMnduced fai lure assessed as a function of burnup. These 
estimates Mere made both for base load operating histories as well as power 
histories that Included load-follow operation;. 

The high burnup schemes were found to have potential, though not severe, 
Increases In Internal pin pressure and cladding hoop stresses. Load follow 
operations are not expected to degrade fuel performance at conventional burnups, 
but tend to aggravate the situation of tensile cladding hoop stress at higher 
burnups. 

1 . 0 mTKOOUCTWM 

In an effort to understand the Impact on fuel performance of low-leakage 
extended burnup cycling schemes as compared to conventional schemes, 
thermal-mechanical analyses (using the COMETHE I I I -O fuel-behavior code as mod
i f ied by EPP.I and SNSC' ' ) of several schemes proposed by various vendors were 
carried out. Special attention was directed to the Impact of load follow opera
tions on the susceptibility of fuel to pellet-cladding Interaction (PCI) Induced 
fa i lure . 

The purpose of this study was to assess the fuel behavior trends In the 
proposed schemes, and not to exhaustively analyze any one scheme or vendor's fuel 
rod design. I t was therefore necessary to devise a method wherein the modeling of 
the details of the various vendors' fuel designs would not mask the Inherent 
features of the schemes. I t was thus decided to pick one fuel design, and one 
reactor type, and successively Impose the various cycling schemes on I t . The 
emphasis of our analysis was to evaluate fuel performance during normal operation 
rather than In performing 11 censing-basis calculations. Load follow operations 
were Inserted at various points along the base load operating history to determine 
the Impact on fuel performance of such operations. 

2.0 ASSUMPTIONS MP ICTHODOL06Y 

2.1 Fuel and Reactor Type 

A Westlnghouse standard 17x17 fuel design with an average linear heat gen
eration rate (LHGR) of 5.43 kw/ft (178 w/cm) was chosen for analyses. A typical 
4-1 oop Westlnghouse plant design with a thermal power of 3411 MW, coolant pressure 
of 2250 psl, and Inlet temperature of 289°C was used In the modeling. 

2.2 Extended Burnup Cycling Schemes 

Two annual cycle low-leakage high burnup schemes, and three eighteen-month 
low-leakage cycling schemes were studied. A standard low-burnup annual cycling 
scheme was used as a reference against which the higher burnup schemes were com
pared. The reference as well as high burnup schemes are summarized In Table 1. 

The power histories picked for each scheme were such that given the con
straints of the fuel management scheme, the fuel rod would be expected to ex
perience the most severe thermal-mechanical duty under the chosen history. 

The radial peaking factors (summarized 1n Table 1) were chosen to be con
sistent with vendor-supplied data. In order to faci l i tate computation, a single 
representative axial power profile was chosen for each cycle. 



Since the schemes had been developed for different fuel rod designs and 
reactor total powers (and hence rod LHGRs), 1t was necessary to Modify cycle 
lengths slightly to achieve the correct batch average cycle and discharge burnups 
for the fixed reactor and fuel design chosen for this study. 

2.4 Load Follow Simulation 

A dally load follow operation was chosen, with 6 hours at 50% power and ramps 
down to 501 and back up to 100* power at 5* fu l l power per minute. Figure 1 shows 
the assumed reactor load follow history. In Figure 1 , the axial power shape 1s 
assumed to remain unchanged during the power descent (path AB), the hold (path BC) 
and the power ascent (path CD). During the In i t i a l two hours of the return to fu l l 
power (path DE), the effects of the Xenon transient were simulated by assuming that 
the peak power segment of the rod overshoots the steady state power by 10* while 
the two segments below I t are assumed to experience a power decrease of 51 (from 
steady-state). 

2.5 Fuel Rod Geometry Assumed In COHETHE 

The fuel rod was divided Into six axial slices with ten radial rings In the 
fuel and four radial rings In the clad. The pellet was solid, dished and uncham-
fered, and the cladding cold worked and stress relieved. Six equal length axial 
segments (slices) were used. 

3.0 RESULTS AW D1SCMSSWM 

The emphasis In this study Is on comparison between a given cycling scheme and 
the base case, and the effect on fuel performance margins In going from a low 
burnup to an extended burnup low-leakage scheme. Figures 2 through 7 show the 
behavior of major fuel rod variables (LHGR, Internal pin pressure, center! 1ne 
temperature, radial fuel-clad gap, and clad hoop stress) for the peak power slice 
for base-load operation for the various schemes. Table 2 summarizes these results. 

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the fuel variables over time for the reference 
case (scheme A). The fuel history has l i t t l e degradation of gap conductivity (low 

gas release), no thermal-mechanical duty on the clad (gap closes only at end-of-
H f e ) , a large margin between the internal pin pressure of 90 Kg/cm2 at EX and the 
system pressure of 158 Kg/cm , and low PCI failure probabilities due to the con
stantly negative clad hoop stress over the rod l i fet ime. 

For the low-leakage extended burnup schemes B.C.D, and E, the results show 
that margins to system pressure at end-of-Hfe are eroded by 11-24 kg/cm2. The 
maximum hoop stress (occurlng towards EX) for these cases goes tensile, thus 
Increasing susceptibility to stress-corrosion-cracking. The variations 1n maximum 
centerllne temperatures from the reference case value can be attributed to the 
difference In the LHGRs In the various schemes, and not to any Intrinsic feature of 
any of the schemes. The fractional fission gas release values trt also comparable 
to the reference case. 

Scheme F (18 month cycle, Average Discharge Exposure ADE • 34.4 GND/T) 1s 
unique 1n that I t represents a split-batch extended cycling scheme rather than an 
extended burnup scheme, with part of the batch staying In the core for two and part 
for three cycles. In this scheme, the unusually large 80-assambly feed In a 205-
assembly core allows a lo t of latitude for fuel placement In low power regions for 
those assemblies staying for three cycles. The batch average discharge exposure Is 
only marginally higher than the reference case. The EX Internal pressure and hoop 
stress are comparable to the reference case and the centerllne temperature much 
lower due to the low LHGRs 1n this scheme. 

Figure 8 shows the EX Internal pressure for the various schemes versus the 
EX rod average burnup. There Is some loss of margin to system pressure as bumup 
Increases, but this loss does not seem severe. 

The load follow operations were Inserted just prior to cycle shutdown two or 
three times during the rod l i fet ime. The only noticeable effect of load following 
was an Increase In clad hoop stress. I f the fuel -dad gap was closed at the time of 
load following, the hoop stress reached moderately high tensile values, thus in
creasing the PCI fai lure probability. Figure 9 shows the peak hoop stress reached 
in the various schemes as a function of the burnup. When load follow occurred at 
f a i r l y low burnup, less than about 35 GWD/T, pellet-clad contact did not occur, and 



load follow stresses were equal to the In i t ia l stresses. At somewhat higher 
burnups, pellet-clad contact occurred only during load follow, giving slightly 
higher stresses for this mode of operation. At high burnups, around 50 GUD/T, the 
pellet was in contact with the clad even during base load operation and load follow 
operation Increased the clad hoop stresses by about 2 k g / a a . 

I t Is recognized that PCI need not be the only criterion for clad fai lure 
under load cycling. Clad fatigue, a possible fai lure mechanism, was not considered 
In this study, as only one cycle of load following was modeled at a given point in 
the Irradiation history. The trend of Increased hoop stress at higher burnups Is 
however expected to be valid for fatigue under repeated load cycling operation. 

4 .0 CBaKLMSlMS 

For the cycling schemes examined here, the fractional fission gas release 1s 
low In al l cases, and the trend 1s one of slightly higher Internal pin pressure and 
of slightly higher tensile hoop stress In the cladding towards EOL. The loss of 
margin to system pressure, while not severe, 1s significant enough to warrant 
further fuel design evaluation. Optimization of the design, such as by changing 
the I n i t i a l pressurlzatlon. can probably recover this margin. Cladding hoop 
stresses »rt expected to Increase under load following operation 1n the cases when 
pellet-clad contact has been established prior to such operation. Only a simpli
f ied one-cycle load follow history was used In this analysis; the peak hoop stress 
calculated here can only be expected to be an estimate of the cladding stress 
values. Clad fatigue was not considered here, (COMETHE does not mechanistically 
model fatigue), and should be considered for repeated load cycling as a possible 
fai lure mechanslm. The differences In maximum centerllne temperature are a t t r i 
butable to the variations 1n the rod linear powers, and not to any Inherent 
features 1n the cycling schemes. There Is thus no reduction 1n the fuel temper
ature margin. 

For the cases studied here, the calculated fuel performance parameters cor
relate quite well with rod bumup. This Implies that the major effect of the 
various cycling schemes 1s their discharge burnup, rather than the details of the 
power history by which that bumup is attained. The differences between the 

various schemes due to power history effects would, however, probably be greater 
under the more conservative assumptions required for licensing calculations. 
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TABLE 1 

CYCLING SCHEMES STUDIED 

Fuel Cycle Batch Max. Rod Peaking 
Placement No. of Length Avg. Discharge Factor During 

Scheme* Cycles (days) Exposure,GWD/T Rod Lifetime 

Reference 
Tow burnup 
Case, Scheme A 

Out-In-In 3 274 30.3 1.45 

Scheme B In-Out-In-In-ln 5 274 49.4 1.5 

Scheme C In-Out-In Z.2 418 48.9 1.37 

Scheme D In-In-Out-Out 4 300 48.4 1.41 

Scheme E In-Out-In 3 434 45.8 1.62 

Scheme F In-Out-In 3 419 34.4 1.32 

* : The low leakage schemes B through F ( i . e . schemes which u t i l i ze once or several times 
burnt fuel at the core periphery rather than fresh fuel) are often d i f f icu l t to characterize 
with "Irr-Out" tenainolgy due to the usage of spl i t batches. Batch spl i t t ing Implies that of 
the fuel assemblies charged at one time, different parts of the batch reside for different 
number of cycles in the core. The fuel placement patterns mentioned here show the general 
trends, but may not hold for every assembly. 
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TABLE 2 
SUTWWr OF RESULTS FPU THE EXTENDED BURNUP SCHEMES 

(Peak Power Slice, Base Load Operation) 

EOL Rod Internal 
EOL, Rod Pressure, Kg/cm 

Fission G 
Rel ease 

I U . itoa internal 
id Pressure, Kg/cm Max. Max. Center) ine 
as (Margin to System Hoop Stress Temp. C 
t Pressure of 158.3) (Kg/mi2) (at LHGR w/cm) 

Reference 
Low Burnup 0.38 
Case, Scheme A 

90.2 
(68.1) 

-6.3 1311 
(288) 

Scheme B 0.2 110.1 
(48.2) 

4.5 1347 
(298) 

Scheme C 0.14 101.8 
(56.5) 

2.9 1225 
(287) 

Scheme D 0.2 113.3 
(45) 

6.2 1265 
(275) 

Scheme E 0.6 113.7 
(44.6) 

4.8 1430 
(322) 

Scheme F 0.13 92.6 
(65.7) 

-6.1 1107 
(261) 
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Figure 1. Simulated Load Following Power History 

Path AB = Power descent at 5i/min 
to 50* reactor power (10 mins). 

Path BC = Power hold at 50S reactor power (6 hrs). 
Path CD = Power ascent at 5S/min to full power (10 mins). 
Path DE » Xenon transient for 2 hrs. 
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Figure 2. COMETHE Results for Reference Case, Scheme A 
(Annual Cycle . 3 Cycles, Batch Average Discharge 
Exposure • 34.4 GWD/KTU) 
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Figure 3. COMETHE Results for Scheme B 
(Annual Cycle, 5 Cycles, Batch Average 
Discharge Exposure * 49.4 GWD/MTU) 
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Figure 4. COMETHE Results for Scheme C (llMonth Cycles, 
4 Cycles, Batch Average Discharge Burnup » 
48.9 GWD/MTU) 
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Figure 5. COMETHE Results for Scheme 0 (Annual Cycle, 
4 Cycles, Batch Average Discharge Burnup 
« 48.4 GWD/MTU) 
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Figure 6. COMETHE Results for Scheme E, 
(18 Month Cycle, 3 Cycles, Batch Average 

Discharge Burnup «48.4 GWD/MTU) 
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Figure 7. COMETriE Results for Scheme F (18 Month Cycle, 
3Cycles, Batch Average Discharge Burnup 
» 45.8 GWD/MTU) 
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Figure 8. EOL Rod Internal Pressure vs. Burnup 
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Figure 9. Base Load and Load Follow Rod Peak Hocp Stress vs. Burnup 
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Abstract 

Most of the ramp tests performed in national or international programmes have 
as main objective to define the fuel rod failure/survival Holts, as a func
tion of various parameters. Only a few of these experiments are sufficiently 
Instrumented, 

The main feature of the ELF programme, described In this paper, consists In 
continuously measuring the cladding diameter during irradiation In OSIRIS of 
pre-irradiated PWR fuel rods, in order to provide strain relaxation data under 
various operating conditions. Power fluctuations during these OSIRIS irradia
tions are defined in order to obtain the conditioning and deconditloning kine
tics of the fuel rods. 


